ARCHAIC DAIRY METROLOGY

By ROBERT K. ENGLUND
The archaic tablet made available in the present note is now in a private collection in Belgium. ' The well preserved proto-cuneiform tablet, measuring 73 x 69 x 18 mm (height x width x thickness), was copied from photographs in the early spring of 1989, and subsequently collated with the original in May of the same year in London. Although the exact provenience of the tablet, which came to Europe some decades ago via the antiquities market, is not secure, format, contents and personal designations point to its probable origin at UrukfWarka. A conventional transliteration 2 of the text reads:
Obv. il IN'4 7NdlN notation including SAKIR c in the text W 20511,6, for instance, is according to the account W 21682 7 clearly a representation of a particular sort of dairy product, since the latter text records 5 SILA3 both of GARA2 and GA a , which combined resulted in a sum of 1 DUGb' The sign DUGb is, as we know from such texts as those published by M. Green in ]NES 39 (1980), 1-35, the representation of a jar of milk fat or cream to be delivered by herders of cows in Uruk. According to the texts published by Green, 1 DUGb should represent the yearly delivery of this product for 1-2 of the milk cows under the care of the named herders.
8 Since SILA3 is evidently a pictographic representation of the Uruk III period conical bowls cut from rotating wheels ("Blumentopfe"), which as a replacement of or possibly supplement to the older bevelled-rim bowls ("Glockentopfe") had, based on measurements of both containers from Warka made by Hans Nissen, a mode capacity of c. 0·8 litres, the jar DUGb would have held about 8 litres. One may compare this quantity with the quota reckoned per milk cow in the presargonic Lagash and the Ur III periods of 10 (Old Sumerian) and 5 (Ur III) sila of the products called Lse.ga, "churned (lit. 'beaten') fat," and i.nun, "risen fat," respectively.9 We may thus feel confident in identifying the sign SILA3 in W 21682 with the unit sila of approximately 1 litre in later tradition.
A schematic representation of the metrology evidenced by W 21682 would be the following
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The metrology of the text published here is somewhat more involved, although it seems that the product measured, SAKIR o comes also from the Uruk dairies. This sign SAKIR c would be better read as the sign combination that it is, namely UKKINb + NI a , since the sign UKKINa/b simply represents a jar with a rounded base and a thick neck.
11 The inscribed sign Nl a is that form of this sign under the entry NI in A TV 2 which represents a dairy product and which based on later usage of the sign NI/i, Akkadian samnu, has been conventionally identified with "oil" or "fat". 12
This product is preceded in the text by the involved numerical notation IN'4 7N I /IN, KU3a/lN2' As P. Damerow and I have stated elsewhere, 13 this notation is to be understood as 17 of the units N, (counting in the sexagesimal system) plus +N I (IN I KU3a) plus~N I (1 N 2 ), for a total of 17 --fo of the jars SAKIReo
We have heretofore assumed that this metrological system applied only to the product qualified by the sign DUG c (see diagram below), which may represen t a jar containing a milk 7 Cf. the copy of the text in A TV 2, pI. 54, and P. Damerow, R. Englund and H. Nissen, Spektrum der Wissenschaft, February 1988, p. 80. See now Friihe Schrift, 178-80. 8 Cf. also Friihe Schrift, 131-7. 9 The identification of these milk products was an object of discussion at the 1990 meeting of the Sumerian Agriculture Group on sheep and goats headed by J. N. Postgate and M. Powell and will be discussed more fully at the next meeting on cattle and pigs. Dr. M. Teuber of the Bundesanstalt fur Milchforschung, Kiel, has in his very helpful discussions of these problems with us indicated that i.se.ga/i.nun should in all likelihood represent the product clarified (run) butter ("ghee"), as has been previously suggested. Cf 
The numerical sign N 2 in this system would clearly correspond to the combination N 1 SILA3 in the system "DUGb", and 1N, KU3a would correspond to the use of the sign N, The second case of the first column and the three cases of the second column of the text consist entirely of ideograms, the meaning of which remains open to speculation. Based on the structure evident in other archaic texts, it may be expected that these cases contain the names and professions of handling officials responsible for the entire transaction. The first person would thus have carried the name PAD U 4 PAP and have been a scribe (SANGA a ) for the administrative unit ZATU753; a second would consequently have been called IB a LA2a SUG5 with the profession GA a +ZATU753.
The reverse of the tablet, where one might have expected individual entries of which the numerical notation of the obverse would have been a summation, was uninscribed; the 14 Two usages of the sign support this identification. First, the qualification in W 20274,53 (unpublished) obv. i I of the sign DUG, with the sign GARA2' which clearly represents a dairy product, places the former product in a corresponding contcxt. Second, the sign itselfseems to assume the same function as DUG, in the text W 20511,2 (unpublished) obv, iii 2 with the addition of presumably 10 SILA" of GARA, and GA, (first notation damaged) resulting in I DUG,. The use of DUG, aftcr DUG. and before textile products in the text R. Englund and J.-P. Gregoire, MSVO I (Berlin, 1991), no. 109 obv. i 4, moreover, is suggestive of its similar semantic range in the Jemdet Nasr texts. The same text records in a separate section the amount of grain necessary for the production of beer contained in forty five of the jars DUG,. Thus DUG, will not have represented a kind of beer or other grain-based drink, as was implied by the precipitate system identification in Friihe Schrift, pp. 63 and 65.
I; Cf. the photograph and (defective) copy of the tablet in format of the obverse makes likely that it was just the same a summation, however of individual entries drawn from other sources. Some of these may be among the fragments of the archive including W 20274,1-156, which was unearthed in Warka in the winter of 1960-1.
